Synergist Spotlight on...
Billing Plans
Billing Plans are the primary tool for forecasting within Synergist. The type of
forecasting can be varied depending on requirements. The billing plan tab is not
visible until activated and therefore is an optional function within Synergist. Some
Synergist organisations currently manage this process outside of Synergist via a
spread sheet however improved functionality over recent releases means this
feature is becoming an essential in job management within Synergist.
Types of forecasting via Billing Plans
1. Forecasting Turnover – Monthly expected sales invoiced values
2. Forecasting Gross Profit – Monthly income or Gross Profit (expected sales
invoice values less third party costs
3. Forecasting potential Turnover – Possible values of opportunities forecasted
in the month that you might expect to raise an invoice.
4. Forecasting potential Gross Profit – Possible Gross Profit on opportunities
forecasted in the month that you might expect to raise an invoice.
5. Weighted values of any of the above methods.
Your organisation may use one or two of these methods, the first are the most
common.
To activate the Billing Plan Tab you would need access to Tools & Settings &
Company settings.
Double click to select the Company and then go to the Billing Plan tab. Ticking
‘enable Billing Plans’ will make the tab appear on each job.
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Recommended Settings

The most simplistic use of Billing plans, once activated, is to have one or multiple
billing plans per job. It may be relevant for your Organisation to forecast at Phase
level.

If your requirement is to forecast Gross Profit, sometimes called ‘income’ or
‘contribution’ then select ‘Notional costs/profit’ in the settings.

The most simplistic use would be to have fixed dates on billing plans. This means the
user sets the date of each billing plan and amends the date if the forecast changes.
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Auto Billing Plans could become really useful if 100% of the quoted value is to be
invoiced at the end of a job.

Billing Plan Tab Entry
Go to the Billing Plan tab and click ‘actions’, ‘New Billing Plan entry’

Add the following data to a Billing Plan entry:


Fixed date – Select a date and manually change this date if the forecast is to
change.



Planned Value – The total invoiced/turnover value that is to be forecasted.



Notional costs – If forecasting Gross Profit enter the value of any third party
costs here in order to calculate a Profit forecast.



Comments – Optional entry of notes & comments that could be used for
invoice wording.

The Billing Plan tab shows a summary of the Billing Plan information. See Below:
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Repeat the ‘add new Billing Plan’ process if the invoicing is to be staged.


Add comments to enable clearer use.



Manually adding Notional costs allows the user to enter in which month the
invoiced values and the costs are forecasted

Auto Billing Plans May be useful when most jobs are invoiced at the end of the job.
An Auto Billing plan generates a Billing plan entry based on 100% of the quoted
value. Its date can be synchronized with the Job or Phase due date. This means
when Job due dates are maintained; Billing plan dates can also be moved. Note this
option only really works if invoicing the full amount based on the completion date. If
not then Manual Billing plans are required.
Quick billing plan
The quick Billing Plan wizard allows you to create a set of monthly billing plan items.
The monthly values entered can be the quoted value divided equally between the
months to be invoiced or can manually be added.
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1. Set dates to be fixed or relative to the quoted date.
2. Add number of monthly billing plans to be created.
3. Synchronize planned value with quote – This will create billing plans that are
a % of the quote eg 20% per month for 5 months. If billing plan values are
not equal each month then select ‘manual planned value’ and type in a
monthly amount. If synchronised with a quote and the quoted values
change, the Billing planned value will also change.

Relative dates
Ability to link the billing plan dates to Job/Phase dates by storing monthly “offset”.
The billing plan can be based on key dates. The plan will automatically adjust if these
dates are amended.
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Creating an Invoice based on Billing Plan
By selecting one or more lines from the billing plan and clicking the Actions button
you can create an invoice based on the values in the plan.
Creating invoice based on ‘Billing Plan’ content or Create an invoice based on the
‘quote’ content is possible. Invoicing continues as normal with the ability to mark as
approved etc. before converted to real.
Batch Draft Invoicing
New for version 10.6 allows the user to create a batch of draft invoices in one
process.
1. Go to the draft invoice list.
2. Select ‘Batch draft invoice’ and follow the invoice wizard.
3. To select jobs that have a billing plan this month that has not yet been
invoiced click on the torch searchlight icon.
4. Filter the jobs to be invoice this month by ‘Has Billing plan’ and add the dates
for this month and tick ‘unbilled only’. Click OK and then select all the jobs
that are displayed. This will create one invoice per job that has a billing plan.
Then simply check, approve or delete any draft invoices that are created.
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Billing Plan reports using the Data Viewer
Access the Data Viewer from the main Reports toolbar menu, and then click on
the Data Viewer icon.
1. The ‘Display Options tab’ lists the tables that can be reported on using Data
viewer. Select one of these items and how you would like the data to be
displayed. Tick ‘Billing Plans’ or ‘Billing Plans GP’

2.

The Data Viewer tab

The data Cutter
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Select how you want to "cut" or "format" the data. Drag Client or Job from the
left hand list of tables & fields into the selection box.
The order that these criteria are listed in will affect how the data is summarized.
E.g., Drag Account handler above Client & Job to have data ordered primarily by
Client.

The date Range & period
 Select a date range by selecting a start date and whether you want to view the
resulting data by day, week or month.
 The number of days/weeks/months can be entered here. E.g., start date
1/1/2013 with 12 monthly columns would produce data for the year.

3.

The selection criteria tab
The selection criteria tab is used to filter which data is displayed in the view.
Multiple criteria can be applied. All records are displayed unless filtered.
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For Billing Plan reporting
Include live Jobs only
Choose to include/exclude completed/final invoiced Jobs
Exclude Internal jobs

4.

The Client criteria tab
This tab is used to further filter the resulting records, based on Client fields.
This is particularly useful if you are creating a view of data related sales and
marketing forecasts, etc. Or if you are only interested in data for a single or
set of specific Client.

Views

5. Once you have selected the rows and columns, filters, date ranges, etc. you can
save your selected settings to a view. Different types of views are possible to
create:
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User Views: Only visible when you are logged on as yourself.



Group Views: New in v10.5 to be able to save a report for a group of
‘Account Handlers’ or ‘Management’ for example.



Company Views: An administrator has the rights to save Company views.

Example Billing Plan Report using the Data viewer.
These are some useful examples of how flexible the data viewer can be when
reporting. All of these could be saved as User, Group or Company views.
1. Monthly Billing Forecast
 Select Client and a month range of 3,6 or 12 months, as required.
 Filter by Live, incomplete jobs.

Try dragging in Job, Phase or Account Handler to get a more granular view.
2. Billing Plans compared to Actual Invoice. To create this report:
 Select both Sales Invoices and Billing Plans on the ‘Display options
Tab’
 Set the range of the report to be 1 month
 Add Handler, Client and Job or Job phase in the data cutter.
 Include all jobs, Live, completed, final invoiced in the selection.
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Add a tick into the ‘data type’ column. This will then change the column heading to
be the type of data selected i.e. Billing Plans and Sales Invoices.

This view is really useful if filtered by Account Hander and saved as a ‘My view’ for
each Handler.

Billing Plans are optional to use within Synergist but vital for forecasting and can
replicate spread sheets that are being stored outside of Synergist. No additional
software is required but activation of this area is required in Company settings.
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Please contact The Agency Works on clientservices@taw.co.uk or
01455 553246 if you wish to discuss further the method of forecasting
that is required by your organisation.
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